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With the development of Internet of Things technology and the widespread use of smart devices,
artificial intelligence is now being applied as a decision-making tool in a variety of fields. To
make machine learning models, including deep neural network models, more interpretable,
various techniques have been proposed. In this paper, a method for explaining the outputs of
machine learning models using inductive logic programming is described. For an evaluation of
this method, diagnostic models of bovine mastitis were trained using a dataset of dairy cows, and
interpretable rules were obtained to explain the trained models. As a result, the rules obtained
indicate that the trained classifiers detected mastitis cases depending on certain variations
in the electrical conductivity (EC) values, and in some of these cases, the EC and lactate
dehydrogenase fluctuated in different ways. The interpretable rules help people understand the
outputs of machine learning models and encourage a practical introduction of the models as
decision-making tools.

1 Introduction

This paper is an extension of a study originally presented at the
2020 IEEE 19th International Conference on Cognitive Informatics
& Cognitive Computing (ICCI* CC) [1].

With the development of Internet of Things technology and the
widespread use of smart devices, artificial intelligence is now being
used as a decision-making tool in a variety of fields. Moreover,
various machine learning models have been proposed to support an
efficient and accurate medical diagnosis. Such models are expected
to not only detect patients correctly, but also reveal the basis of the
diagnosis.

Various techniques have been proposed to make machine learn-
ing models, including deep neural network models, more inter-
pretable. Decision-tree-based algorithms (e.g., random forest and
lightGBM [2]) provide the feature importance based on the fre-
quency of all features in the trees generated by the algorithms.
Some algorithms approximate original complex models (including
a deep neural network) locally with simpler interpretable models
[3, 4]. For convolutional neural network used to solving image
processing tasks, gradient-based highlighting represents important

regions in images where the networks focus to detect target objects
or track them [5, 6].

Another approach to interpreting machine learning models is
to describe their outputs using interpretable rules. Inductive logic
programming (ILP) is based on predicate logic and can produce
rules using inductive learning. ILP has the advantage of obtaining
interpretable classification rules from training data and representing
the opinions of domain experts [7, 8].

The interpretability of machine learning models has encouraged
their introduction in decision-making applied in fields such as med-
ical, including veterinary, diagnosis. Bovine mastitis, which is an
inflammation of the udder or mammary gland owing to physical
trauma or infection, is a common disease in dairy cattle, which dairy
farmers must control to prevent economic losses.

With the introduction of auto milking systems, it has become
easier to measure the indicators needed for cow health management
during milking and to detect common diseases in dairy cows, in-
cluding mastitis. Auto milking systems enable farmers to utilize
auto mastitis detection using indicators such as milk yield, electrical
conductivity, fat, protein, lactose and blood in the milk, and milk
flow rate. In addition, SCC and various systems using statistical
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models and machine learning, including artificial neural networks,
have also been reported [9]–[10].

In this study, we propose a method for explaining the outputs
from machine learning models using ILP. For an evaluation of the
method, diagnosis models of bovine mastitis were trained using a
dataset of dairy cows, and interpretable rules were generated using
ILP and the explained outputs of the mastitis detection model.

2 Method Used to Explain Classifiers
through Interpretable Rules

An overview of the method used in this study is presented in Fig-
ure 1. This method aims to generate logic rules using background
knowledge and outputs of a classifier, and to interpret the classifica-
tion model. Interpretable rules are generated using ILP. In contrast
to ordinary machine learning models such as deep neural networks,
a resultant set of rules produced using ILP generally represents
patterns in the given datasets. In this study, ILP is applied to outputs
from classifiers trained using machine learning methods, and the set
of rules generated describe how the model classifies the instances.

Although other methods based on a linear local approximation
[3, 4] represent the importance of each feature, an explanation of
machine learning models using ILP describes the models using
nonlinear relationships with multiple features. Thus, methods for
explaining classifiers can be applied to models with a complex
architecture, such as deep neural networks [11, 12].

In this study, although the architectures of the machine learning
models are maintained, the outputs of the models are given to an
ILP system. Therefore, the proposed method is available regardless
of the machine learning methods used for model training. Moreover,
the definition of predicates used in ILP can be distinguished from
the features in the classifiers and the predicates take advantage as a
way to reflect knowledge of domain experts.

As shown in Figure 1, in the first step, a classification model is
trained using machine learning methods and outputs of the classifi-
cation are obtained. Background knowledge of the dataset and its
outputs are then added into an ILP system, called Parallel GKS [13].
Finally, the classifier is interpreted based on the set of rules.

3 Case Study: Explanation of Bovine Mas-
titis Detection Model

To evaluate the proposed method, a classification model for the
subclinical mastitis detection of dairy cows was trained using ma-
chine learning. With the introduction of auto milking systems, it
has become easier to measure the indicators needed for cow health
management during milking and to detect common diseases in dairy
cows including mastitis.

Previous studies [9]–[10] used records of veterinary treatments
and somatic cell count (SCC) for labeling the data of every milking
as clinical or subclinical mastitis, and their models predicted the
status of the quarters during each milking. SCC is generally used for
the diagnosis of subclinical mastitis, and the most frequently used
threshold for defining subclinical mastitis is 200,000 cells/mL [14].

However, it is thought that SCC can be affected by other factors
such as the lactation number, stress, season, and breed [15].

As novel mastitis detection approaches, some biomarkers for
mastitis detection have been discovered [16]–[17]. In particular,
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), which is related to inflammation,
and according to a previous study is the biomarker with the lowest
validation [18], is measured practically using a commercial milking
machine. The result is applied to calculate the risk of developing
mastitis as part of a milk analysis. However, mastitis detection using
such biomarkers is still not a common approach for farmers because
the equipment required is quite expensive. Therefore, in this study, a
dataset in which cows labeled as either healthy or having subclinical
mastitis based on the LDH values was prepared, and a common
measurement, i.e., the electrical conductivity (EC), was used as a
feature through the application of machine learning.

The dataset used in this study was collected between September
2018 and December 2021 at a farm in Hokkaido, Japan. On this
farm, cows are milked any time they want, and items other than mas-
titis risk are measured during every milking. Data from September
2018 to August 2020 collected on the farm were used to train the
detection model, and the remaining data were used to evaluate the
model.

Datasets measured using an auto milking machine (a DeLaval
Voluntary Milking System TM; VMS) and a milk analyzer (a
DeLaval Herd Navigator TM; HN) were used. The HN measures the
LDH, which is an index of subclinical mastitis, in milk and is used
to calculate the risk of contracting mastitis.

The mastitis risk takes a value of zero to 100. On a farm, an
HN measurement of greater than 70 allows farmers to suspect that a
cow has mastitis. Therefore, in this study, subclinical mastitis cases
were determined based on the mastitis risk. If her mastitis risk is
above 70, the cow has subclinical mastitis; otherwise, her udder is
disease-free.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

In this detection model, two features are calculated based on the
EC obtained from VMS. One is the maximum EC values (max EC)
in the udder, and the other is ratio of the maximum to minimum
EC values, i.e., the inter-quarter ratio (IQR). The EC is one of the
measurements related to mastitis, and its value increases when a
cow has mastitis [19]. According to our previous study [1], this
mastitis detection model includes a four-day time series of these
two features from three days prior to the prediction day, with eight
features in total.

As mentioned above, cows on this farm are milked any time they
want, and items without mastitis risk are measured during every
milking. In addition, LDH in milk (indicating the risk of mastitis) is
generally measured once every day to every three days, and the next
measurement day is determined depending on the risk value. There-
fore, this dataset consists of time series data, and the number of data
points of a cow differs each day. Thus, features are calculated using
data on the milking with the highest EC.

The preprocessed datasets in this study are shown in Table 1. In
the test dataset, labeled samples are used for an evaluation of the
detection model, and unlabeled samples are only used for generating
rules through ILP.
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Figure 1: Overview of our method used to explain classifiers through interpretable rules.

Table 1: Number of cows and samples in the training and test datasets.

Dataset Training Testing

Data extraction period 2018-9-23 – 2020-11-1 2020-11-2 – 2021-12-2
Samples 98825 122372

Subclinical mastitis 4176 2121
Fine 94649 50771

unlabeled - 69480

3.2 Learning Classification Models

After data preceding, classifiers for bovine mastitis detection are
trained using a support vector machine (SVM). In this case, cows
with subclinical mastitis are sparsely present in the dataset, and
hence under-sampling (using the repeated edited nearest neighbors
algorithm [20, 21]) was applied to the training dataset, and a regu-
larization parameter in SVM (C) was adjusted using class weights,
which are inversely proportional to the class frequencies in the input
data.

The trained models were evaluated through a 10-fold cross val-
idation using the sensitivity, specificity, and area under a receiver
operating characteristic curve, as in previous studies on mastitis de-
tection [9, 22, 23]. To evaluate the small number of false positives,
the precision was also used for the evaluation.

Samples in the test datasets were given to the trained dataset
and classified as fine or having mastitis. Using these outputs, inter-
pretable rules explaining the detection model were generated using
ILP.

3.3 Generation of Rules Using ILP to Explain the
Trained Models

Using the outputs from the trained classifiers and background knowl-
edge of samples in the test dataset, interpretable rules were obtained
through ILP learning. Like other machine learning methods, ILP
algorithms extract patterns in the samples with a certain label. In
this study, an ILP system called GKS [24, 13] was used to employ
ILP and generate rules.

Background knowledge is used in ILP learning, similar to fea-
tures in other machine learning methods, and is represented by
predicates in terms of the logic program. To describe the numerical
features in terms of ILP, features were discretized based on the
definition of the predicates for background knowledge and rules. In
this case, three arguments were defined, as shown in Table 2. Such
background knowledge of samples labeled by the trained classifier
was given to the ILP system, and rules consisting of the predicates
were generated.

A variable id in Table 2 represents one sample in the datasets.
@IQR is a predicate which describes difference of the EC val-
ues between cows’ quarters on the prediction day and whose vari-
able, IQR, takes four values (<= mean − std, > mean − std,
> mean, > mean + std where mean is 1.08 and std is 0.07) de-
fined by discretized values of IQR (features in the detection models).
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Table 2: Definition of the predicates in the subclinical mastitis detection model.

Predicate Definition

@IQR,+id,+IQR
@IQR,+id,-IQR
@IQR,+id,#IQR

the maximum value of EC / the minimum
value of EC in quarters (discretized by three
thresholds: mean − std, mean, mean + std)

@delta maxEC,+id,+day1,+day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,-day1,+day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,#day1,+day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,+day1,-day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,-day1,-day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,#day1,-day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,+day1,#day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,-day1,#day2,#delta
@delta maxEC,+id,#day1,#day2,#delta

the difference of max EC between two days
(minus, f lat, plus)

@before day,+day1,-day2 sequence of days (day0 is the prediction day
and dayn is the day following dayn+1)

@delta maxEC represents the difference of max EC values between
two consecutive days (from three days prior to the prediction day)
and a variable delta takes three values (minus, f lat, plus which
describes the value of max EC decreases or increases by over 0.4 or
remain flat).

@delta maxEC also has two variables representing targeted
days from three days prior to the prediction day and these variables
take four values (day3, day2, day1, day0). @before day is a predi-
cate which expresses an ordinal relation between these four values.
This predicate contributes to generate rules flexibly, which consider
difference of the values between arbitrary consecutive two days and
mention changes of the values between variable prediods before the
prediction day, unlike tree-based algorithms.

Outputs from the learned classifier and the background knowl-
edge were given to parallel GKS and ILP learning was employed.
Finally, interpretable rules for mastitis detection models were ob-
tained.

Table 3: Subclinical mastitis detection performance in the training dataset (a 10-fold
cross validation was used) and the test dataset.

Sensitivity Specificity Precision AUC

Training 0.668 0.814 0.137 0.809
Test 0.667 0.840 0.148 0.831

4 Result and Discussion
To evaluate our method for explaining machine learning models
using interpretable rules, it was applied to the classification problem
of bovine mastitis detection. Table 3 lists the evaluation results for
the classifier of subclinical mastitis detection using an SVM. In the
test dataset, 79 records of veterinary treatment were included, and
66 out of 79 (83.5%) records were detected as subclinical mastitis by
the classifier, whereas the target label of the model underestimated

the mastitis risk. Therefore, the trained model detected some of
the clinical mastitis cases correctly, although the precision of the
classifier was 15%.

Using outputs from the classifier, ILP learning was employed,
and interpretable rules were obtained. The rules that were the most
readable and related to the real conditions of mastitis are listed
below. These rules describe the relationship between mastitis and
the variation of the EC values.

Rule1 pos(A) :- IQR(A, > mean+ std), delta maxEC(A, B, C, plus),
delta maxEC(A, day0, day1, f lat)

Rule2 pos(A) :- delta maxEC(A, B, C, minus), delta maxEC(A, C,
D, minus)

Rule3 pos(A) :- IQR(A, > mean), delta maxEC(A, day2, B, plus)

Rule4 pos(A) :- delta maxEC(A, B, C, minus), delta maxEC(A,
day2, day3, plus)

These rules were described variation of max EC values before
rising mastitis risk by combination of @delta maxEC. Values A, B
and C given to variables day1 or day2 in this predicate represented
arbitrary consecutive days before the prediction day, which made
genereated rules more scalable.

Among the rules obtained, some clearly explaining the classifier
are described in detail.

Rule1 pos(A) :- IQR(A, ¿mean+std), delta maxEC(A, B, C, plus),
delta maxEC(A, day0, day1, flat)

Rule 1 indicates that cows whose IQR value is extremely high and
whose max EC values continuously increase have a high risk of
subclinical mastitis. Figure 2 is a case corresponding to Rule 1. This
rule also indicates that the detection model comprehends the typical
relationship between bovine mastitis and electrical conductivity of
milk. In this case, EC and LDH increased simultaneously, and the
classifier detected a high mastitis risk as the mastitis risk alarm
based on LDH.
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Figure 2: One of the subclinical mastitis cases corresponding to Rule 1.

Figure 3: One of the subclinical mastitis cases in which the values of EC and LDH changed differently corresponding to Rule 2.

Rule2 pos(A) :- delta maxEC(A, B, C, minus), delta maxEC(A, C,
D, minus)

Rule 2 indicates that cows whose max EC values have been decreas-
ing for two straight days have a risk of subclinical mastitis. Rule 2
apparently conflicts with Rule 1. However, this rule explains some
cases of cows with subclinical mastitis. Figure 3 shows an example
of cases in which the values of EC and LDH increased at disparate
times. In this case, the mastitis risk values based on LDH, i.e., the
target label of the classifier used in this study, become lower before
the EC values began decreasing. However, the cow was deemed to
be disordered by the farm staff and received veterinary treatment
on December 23rd. Therefore, Rule 2 suggests that the trained
classifier detected clinical cases that continued after the LDH values
began decreasing.

The rules genereated by ILP practically interpreted the mastitis
detection model in this study and provided explanation of the masti-
tis detection, which were available for users of this detection system,
staff of the farm, to understand how to classify cows as mastitis or
fine. Providing reason of diagnosis by machine learning to users
of the models would accelerate to develop the models as well as
support farmers control health of dairy cows efficiently.

5 Conclusion
In this study, a method for explaining the outputs from machine
learning models using ILP was suggested and evaluated when ap-
plied to the task of subclinical mastitis detection for dairy cows.

For an earlier detection of the onset of subclinical mastitis, a model
for subclinical mastitis detection trained using risk values based on
LDH was proposed. Interpretable rules were then generated using
ILP to interpret the trained models. The rules obtained indicate
that the trained classifiers detect mastitis cases depending on a cer-
tain variation of the EC values and that the EC and LDH fluctuate
in different ways. The interpretable rules help in understanding
the outputs of machine learning models and encourage a practical
introduction of models as tools for decision making.
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